3 Hong Kong dubs December “Gamer Month” and
becomes first to launch the Razer Phone alongside
the monthly “3Gamer” SIM plan and “3Gamer” membership
• 3 Hong Kong is developing eSports services by combining top-notch
telecoms offerings with advanced devices – all to become the preferred
telecoms operator among gamers.
• 3 Hong Kong is first to launch the special edition Razer Phone. An event
is scheduled for 9 December at RazerStore.
• Razer Phone becomes available at all 3Shops starting 16 December.
• Razer Phone is available for $0 by subscribing to a plan for HK$428* a
month. Customers can then enjoy worry-free data use offered by the
3 Super Data Pack.
• The monthly “3Gamer” SIM plan and “3Gamer” membership become
available 11 December, allowing gamers to play popular games with
the utmost ease. Monthly “3Gamer” SIM plan users can get $1,000 off
the price when purchasing a Razer Phone.
Hong Kong, 7 December 2017 – 3 Hong Kong, the mobile division of Hutchison
Telecommunications Hong Kong Holdings Limited (HTHKH; stock code: 215), becomes first
to launch the special-edition Razer Phone in December – dubbed “Gamer Month” by 3 Hong
Kong – along with the monthly “3Gamer” SIM plan and “3Gamer” membership. This means
gamers will be able to use a top-notch device to play popular games via a high-quality
mobile network.
HTHKH Executive Director and CEO Cliff Woo said: “3 Hong Kong is developing eSports
offerings by combining top-notch telecoms with advanced gaming devices – all to become
the obvious choice of service provider among gamers. We are delighted to be launching the
Razer Phone at all 3Shops, as well as first to launch the special edition Razer Phone at
RazerStore, a concept outlet jointly run by 3 Hong Kong and Razer. Gamers can now enjoy
the ultimate experience using 3 Hong Kong’s ultra-fast 4.5G network, together with our
monthly 3Gamer SIM plans.”
Purchase a Razer Phone for $0 (available only at 3 Hong Kong*)
ong*) by subscribing to a
monthly plan that takes mobile entertainment up a gear
The much-anticipated Razer Phone arrives at RazerStore – a concept outlet run by 3 Hong
Kong and Razer – 9 December and becomes available at all 3Shops from 16 December.
Customers can benefit from a $0 Razer Phone handset price, available only at 3 Hong Kong,
by paying a monthly subscription fee of #HK$428, which also buys worry-free data use from
the 3 Super Data Pack, available at all 3Shops. Customers subscribing to the monthly
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“3Gamer” SIM plan launched on 11 December can get HK$1,000 discount when purchasing a
Razer Phone. Gamers can enjoy the ultimate in mobile entertainment by using the
“3Gamer” game item data pack. See table below for details.
3 Hong Kong’s
Kong’s Razer Phone subscription plan
Monthly fee
Monthly fee rebate
Handset
Handset price
Prepayment
Prepayment
Contract period
Local data usage
Bonus data for portport-in
Extra data usage for
customers switching with an
existing number
Voice minutes
minutes
(basic + heartheart-toto-heart)
WiWi-Fi

HK$498
HK$70 × 24 months
$0
HK$$4,380
24 months
6GB
+6GB
Worry-free data usage from the 3 Super Data Pack
+2GB
3,500 + 2,000
Unlimited use at more than 25,000 hotspots

For terms and conditions, please see https://www.three.com.hk/razerphone.

The Razer Phone is equipped with the world’s first 120Hz UltraMotion™ display, which
delivers ultra-fast and smooth graphics when mobile games are being played. The handset
features Dolby Atmos® technology via front-firing speakers, driven by dual amplifiers. It
also comes complete with the Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 835 Mobile Platform and a massive
8GB of RAM – all to ensure the ultimate audio, viewing and gaming experience. Razer Phone
is powered by a large 4,000 mAh battery, one of the largest capacities on the market today.
This allows gamers to play all day long, while Qualcomm® Quick Charge™ 4+ technology
facilitates rapid charging.
Sales of the Razer Phone Special Edition begin 9 December
December
3 Hong Kong becomes first to launch the Razer Phone Special Edition, along with the Razer
Phone, at RazerStore at noon on 9 December, enabling gamers to enjoy new functions
designed to maximise mobile entertainment. What’s more, female gaming team PandaCute
will host a challenge at RazerStore. Gamers will enjoy a remarkable entertainment
experience delivered by advanced gaming mobile phones.
The first 100 customers to purchase a Razer Phone at RazerStore will receive a Razer
Hammerhead Bluetooth wireless headset (worth $799), plus a Razer Rogue Backpack
(worth $799) and a Razer Chroma Mug (limited). The Razer Phone Special Edition is
available while stocks last.
enabless gamers to play popular
“3Gamer” SIM monthly plan and “3Gamer” membership enable
games with utmost ease
3 Hong Kong also launches the “3Gamer” SIM monthly plan on 11 December. The service
supports P2P mobile data connectivity for playing online games anytime, anywhere. New
customers subscribing to the HK$218 monthly plan with a 24-month contract will get a 5GB
mobile data entitlement (port-in customers can get an additional 2GB data entitlement
during the contract period), plus unlimited and speedy “3Gamer” game data to play mobile
games such as “Lineage M”, “Lords Mobile”, “Tower of Saviors” and “Goal DX” which will be
launched in mid-December. They will also get unlimited data to watch videos and live
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broadcasts via the YouTube app from 9pm to 11pm, plus HK$30 to buy rare upgraded game
items. Customers subscribing to 3 Hong Kong plans during the designated period can get an
additional limited game item pack for either “Lineage M” or “Goal DX”. The pack will be
available on a first-come, first-served basis.
3 Hong Kong will also offer “3Gamer” membership to existing customers. For a monthly fee
of HK$48, customers can purchase a “3Gamer” limited item pack in order to obtain rare
game items for “Lineage M”, “Goal DX” and “Tower of Saviors”, while enjoying worry-free
data to play popular mobile games. See the table below for details.
3 Hong Kong’s
Kong’s “3Gamer”
3Gamer” SIM Monthly Plan
Monthly fee
Contract period
Local data usage

•
•
•
•

Reward

HK$
HK$218
24 months
5GB (port-in customers can get an additional 2GB data)
Supports P2P mobile data connectivity for playing online games
anytime, anywhere
Unlimited “3Gamer” data for selected mobile games including
“Lineage M”, “Lords Mobile”, “Tower of Saviors” and “Goal DX”
Unlimited data to watch videos via the YouTube app from 9pm to
11pm
$30 “3Gamer” limited game item pack

Voice minutes
WiWi-Fi
Subscription offers

Unlimited
Unlimited use at more than 25,000 hotspots
• Limited game item pack for either “Lineage M” or “Goal DX”
First come, first served
For terms and conditions, please see: http://3gamer.three.com.hk.

For more information on Razer Phone, please visit https://www.three.com.hk/razerphone.
For more information on “3Gamer” SIM plan and “3Gamer” membership, please visit
http://3gamer.three.com.hk.
*3 Hong Kong is the only mobile operator in Hong Kong to provide Razer Phone subscription offers.
#HK$428

is the net amount and is arrived at by subtracting the monthly fee rebate from the monthly
fee. Customers must select a designated HK$498 plan in order to utilise this offer and receive a
monthly fee rebate of HK$70 during the contract period.

-EndsAbout 3 Hong Kong
3 Hong Kong is a leading mobile communications service provider and the only local
operator to own blocks of spectrum across the 900MHz, 1800MHz, 2100MHz, 2300MHz and
2600MHz bands. 3 Hong Kong offers cutting-edge data, voice and roaming services under
the “3” brand via far-reaching advanced 4G LTE, 3G and 2G networks. 3 Hong Kong also
works with renowned partners to offer a wealth of innovative mobile devices and valueadded services, while providing high-speed Wi-Fi at 3 Hong Kong’s hotspots to serve Hong
Kong’s major areas. 3 Hong Kong is the mobile division of Hutchison Telecommunications
Hong Kong Holdings Limited (stock code: 215), a group member of CK Hutchison Holdings
(stock code: 1).
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For more information on 3 Hong Kong, please visit www.three.com.hk.
For more information on HTHKH, visit www.hthkh.com.
For more information, please contact:
Corporate Affairs
3 Hong Kong
2128 3611
pr@hthk.com
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